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ABSTRACT

As competition increases and demographic patterns in communities change, shopping centers must market themselves like the retail stores which comprise them. This paper proposes that the traditional consumer goods typology already applied to stores, namely convenience, shopping, and specialty, be extended to shopping centers.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years the decline of many downtown shopping areas provides the best known examples of the failure to do so (Houston and Nevin, 1981). However, the general proliferation of shopping areas is also making it difficult for all the regional shopping centers to prosper.

For shopping centers to successfully develop useful marketing strategies, it is necessary to re-evaluate the criteria along which shopping centers have been traditionally positioned. Shopping centers have been classified for too long primarily on the basis of size and geographic location. Although descriptive, these dimensions are not very useful for developing effective marketing strategies. They ignore store image criteria which underlie many consumers' patronage decisions.

Most commonly shopping centers have been classified into four basic categories: 1) Neighborhood Shopping Strip is designed to serve 7,500 to 40,000 people living 6 to 10 minutes driving distance away. They often consist of stores like a dry cleaner, supermarket, drugstore. 2) Community Shopping Centers are larger and contain at least one primary store like a department store. They serve between 40,000 and 150,000 people within a radius of 3 to 4 miles. 3) Regional Shopping Centers are among the larger units including more than one anchor store and as many as 200 smaller stores. Regional centers are expected to serve a minimum of 150,000 persons within a radius of 5 or 6 miles. 4) Central Business Districts are located downtown and are among the oldest shopping areas (McCarthy and Perreault, 1984).

On the other hand, retail stores have most commonly been classified by marketing oriented managers into three categories convenience, shopping or specialty stores, based on consumers' image as well as the types of products they carry (Bucklin, 1963; McCarthy and Perreault, 1984). Convenience stores are perceived to be convenient places to shop for a variety of reasons, like location and parking. Shopping stores are perceived to be desirable places to shop because of the width and depth of the assortments they carry. Specialty stores are perceived to be special places to shop due to factors like selection or service (McCarthy and Perreault, 1984).

OBJECTIVE

This paper proposes that the traditional consumer goods typology already applied to stores, namely convenience, shopping and specialty, be extended to shopping centers. It is assumed that the typology will be equally effective in helping shopping centers adopt an integrated approach and market themselves appropriately.

It tests the viability of the classification scheme by measuring the differences, if any, in the shopping behavior of respondents who perceive a particular mall as either: a convenience, shopping (comparison) or specialty shopping area.

Lastly the paper discusses the strategic retail implications of characterizing shopping centers accordingly. Hopefully this classification scheme will help assist shopping areas to position themselves more effectively to meet consumer needs.

Shopping Mall Typology

A convenience shopping center is one which shoppers visit frequently and regularly to fulfill a variety of needs for emergency, impulse, and staple goods and services. Convenience shopping centers are dominated by convenience stores, like hardware, drug stores, and supermarkets. They are usually located in densely populated areas. Shoppers who visit a shopping or specialty store at convenience center do so due to the accessibility of the area. They may not therefore require as extensive a selection.

A shopping good shopping area, which will be referred to as comparison shopping area to avoid confusion, is one shoppers visit less frequently, when they wish to compare quality and prices. Comparison shopping areas consist primarily of shopping stores carrying similar merchandise. Ex-
amples of this concept are shopping areas comprised of factory outlet stores or discount clothing stores or suburban strips with a number of automobile dealerships. Location is not so important for comparison shopping areas since shoppers may be willing to travel great distances for the ability to do all their comparison shopping in one place. Shoppers who visit a convenience or specialty store in a comparison center usually do so because it provides them with another opportunity for comparison shopping.

A specialty shopping area is one which shoppers visit least frequently when they are searching for a specialty item or special atmosphere. Specialty shopping areas consist primarily of specialty stores which are noted for something exclusive like their atmosphere or selection. A well known example may be Ghirardelli Square in San Francisco. Again location may not be a factor since shoppers are usually willing to travel to find unique offerings and atmosphere. Shoppers rarely seek out convenience stores in a specialty area unless indeed these stores are the most conveniently located. Shoppers visit a shopping store to seek out a special item which necessarily distinguish the three proposed categories of shopping centers. However, they attempt to operationalize the commonly accepted definitions of these categories (McCarthy and Perreault, 1984). Therefore a store and by extension a shopping center is a convenience shopping area if it is easily accessible; a comparison shopping; and a specialty shopping area if it draws customers based on claims of uniqueness or some special benefit unavailable elsewhere. An examination of previous research reveals that the dimensions found to determine mall choice may be subsumed under the proposed three categories. Houston and Nevin's (1961) three dimensions of benefit, facilitative nature, and market position or positioning can be synonymous with the proposed comparison, convenience, and specialty shopping areas respectively. Howell and Rogers' (1981) convenience, proximity, and accessibility are aspects of a convenience shopping area; fashion shopping of comparison shopping areas; and atmosphere and personnel of a specialty shopping area.

PATRONAGE BEHAVIOR WAS MEASURED AS FREQUENCY OF VISIT ON A FIVE POINT SCALE, RANGING FROM ONE TO MORE TIMES EACH WEEK TO ALMOST NEVER. FREQUENCY OF VISIT IS A COMMON MEASURE OF MALL CHOICE BEHAVIOR (Houston and Nevin, 1961; Hauser and Koppelman, 1980; and Gentry and Burns, 1977-78).

The proposed classification scheme has merit if significant differences exist in the patronage behavior of those who perceive the Mall as a convenience shopping center versus those who do not; as a comparison shopping center versus those who do not; and a specialty shopping center versus those who do not.

FINDINGS

The largest proportion of respondents (75%) considered the mall to be a comparison shopping area. They agreed that they shopped there because it was easy to compare merchandise. Some 47% agreed that it was a convenient place to shop for small items. Only 33% agreed that it was a specialty shopping area, where they could find particular items.

There was an association between those individuals who viewed the State Street Mall as a convenience or specialty shopping area and their frequency of shopping at the mall (Table 1). The relationship was weaker between those viewing the Mall as a comparison shopping area and their shopping behavior (Table 1).

People who considered the Mall as a specialty area were much more likely than those who did not to shop "very frequently" at the State Street Mall. Respondents who perceived it as convenience shopping area were more likely than those who did not to be moderately frequent shoppers (one to three times per month). Although the difference was not statistically significant, respondents who perceived the mall as a comparison shopping area were somewhat more likely than those who did not to be very frequent State Street Mall shoppers (Table 1).
Table 8: Differences in Shopping Frequency Among Convenience, Comparison, and Specialty Shopping Area Customers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Convenience</th>
<th>Comparison</th>
<th>Specialty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One or more times per week</td>
<td>35.9%</td>
<td>32.4%</td>
<td>34.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 to 3 times per week</td>
<td>26.1%</td>
<td>27.9%</td>
<td>28.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One time per month</td>
<td>26.6%</td>
<td>24.5%</td>
<td>25.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than once per month</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
<td>6.4%</td>
<td>6.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Almost never</td>
<td>11.3%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
<td>10.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASE</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chi Square</td>
<td>9.5</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>20.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Significance</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.19</td>
<td>.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**MARKETING IMPLICATIONS**

Shopping Areas

This study suggests that a revised shopping store typology based on image and store type may be useful for planning marketing strategies. The proposed typology provides guidelines for positioning new shopping areas as integrated entities. Developers can decide based on community attitudes whether a convenience, comparison, or specialty shopping area is most needed. This may be more beneficial than basing positioning decisions primarily on the geographic and demographic characteristics of the residents. They can then promote it accordingly. For example, if the developers wish to position the shopping area as a convenience center they should name the center after the neighborhood in which it is located. This will help promote an identity of the center as being close to home. The revised typology also provides assistance in repositioning established shopping areas.

Prospective shopping center occupants can also evaluate locations based on how well their store fits into the shopping center positioning. For example, a store which considers itself to be a specialty store will think hard about opening in a convenience shopping area.

State Street Mall

Although the findings are based on limited data, they suggest some interesting marketing recommendations for the State Street Mall. The Mall should decide how it wishes to position itself within the proposed framework. There are several alternatives. It might wish to strengthen its position as a specialty shopping area since those shoppers who perceived it accordingly tend to shop frequently. If so, the mall association as well as individual stores should increase retail store promotions. Art fairs, moonlight and evening concerts and fashion shows were rated by 40 percent of the respondents as being very important for increasing their shopping on State Street (Pette, 1982). The Mall association should cooperate with the city to sponsor special activities to attract customers.

To court the large number of shoppers who perceive the Mall as a convenience center but shop less frequently, Mall stores should experiment with more convenient hours. Stores could extend their hours in the morning and evening. During lunch time they could add additional staff to insure faster sales and service.

**LIMITATIONS OF STUDY**

The proposed typology admittedly has been applied under very limited conditions. If the typology is to be more widely accepted than the proposed measures need to be validated. Additional measures of convenience, comparison, and specialty stores should be tested. The typology should also be applied to multiple shopping centers within a city to see if it is indeed effective in discriminating among them.

More research needs to be conducted to determine whether shoppers' perceptions of the shopping area influences other types of patronage behavior. It is also necessary to identify how the individuals who perceive the shopping area as being a convenience, comparison, or specialty area differ in demographic and psychographic characteristics.

Although more development work is needed, the preliminary evidence supports the importance of rethinking how shopping centers are classified and promoted.
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